[The ontogenetic characteristics of the coordination relationships between the hemicenters of the spinal motor pacemaker in rat pups].
In experiments on rat puppies of the first month of postnatal life, under the conditions of real motor behaviour (spontaneous periodic motor activity) and the evoked motor reactions (late prolonged motor discharges), studies have been made on the development of coordination relationships between antagonists of the same extremity and between homologous muscles of the hindlimbs. In was found that irrespectively of the early onset of reciprocal excitation of antagonists, the mechanisms of this activity are not mature. Maturation of bilateral coordinations takes place at later stages. It was noted that one of the hemicenters of the spinal motor pacemaker is capable of producing rhythmic or constant activity which is not related to the pattern of the activity in the other hemicenters of the pacemaker of the same extremity or hemicenters of pacemaker of homologous extremity. Administration of DOPA causes the disturbance of coordination relationships.